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ABSTRACT
This note analyzes a slightly modified Hotelling model in which two firms are allowed to choose multiple store locations. Each firm can endogenously choose the number of stores while opening a store incurs a set-up cost. We show that
the principle of minimum differentiation, i.e., both firms open a store each on the center, never holds when the set-up
cost is decreasing in the number of stores. Under general cost functions that include non-linear and asymmetric set up
costs, we characterize the conditions under which the principle holds. General payoff functions that are non-linear in the
market share are also considered.
Keywords: Hotelling Model; Multiple Locations; The Principle of Minimization

1. Introduction
The spatial competition model initiated by Hotelling [1]
is widely used in many fields such as business, economics, regional science, political economics, and so
forth1. The simplest version of the model, so-called the
Hotelling model, considers the following situation: two
firms simultaneously choose a location (of store) on a
bounded line where potential customers are uniformly
located. As we assume that each customer prefers the
firm with closer location, this line structure captures
heterogeneity of customers’ preferences. The striking implication of the Hotelling model is that, trying to steal
more customers from the rival, both firms end up choosing the center. This result, often referred as the principle
of minimum differentiation, is employed to explain variety of concentrating phenomena, e.g., little product differentiation, agglomeration of shops, and similar target
policies set by two political parties (the median voter
theorem).
In this short note, we revisit the Hotelling model by
incorporating the possibility that firms can choose multiple store locations. While there are many actual markets
in which each firm sets up multiple shops, brands, faci1

For the applications in the first three fields, see, for example, Eaton
and Lipsey [2] and Gabszewicz and Thisse [3]. Hotelling [1] reinterpreted his model to explain the choice of political platforms in party
competition, whose idea has been elaborated further by Downs [4] and
others.
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lities, etc, the literature on spatial competition with multiple stores is rather limited2. Teitz [6] first introduces
multiple locations choice in the Hotelling model (under
non-price competition), assuming that the number of
stores each firm can operate is exogenously given3. Our
model, in contrast, imposes no restriction on the firms’
location choice: we allow each firm to endogenously
choose the number of stores as well as their locations.
The most related analysis is given in a survey article
by Gabszewicz and Thisse [10], which considers the
essentially same model as ours. However, they focus
only on the case of common and constant set-up cost4.
Under such limited environment, they identify the cost
parameter that supports pure strategy Nash equilibria.
We extend their model by incorporating non-linear and
asymmetric costs and derive the general condition under
which the principle of minimum differentiation becomes
valid.
One may argue that the assumption of single location
choice imposed in the original Hoteling model could be
merely a technical simplification and that considering
2

For the related papers, see the literature survey described by Pal and
Sarkar [5].
3
There are a few papers that incorporate multiple locations choice into
the spatial competition followed by other types of strategic decision,
e.g., location-price (Martinez-Giralt and Neven [7]; Janssen et al. [8]),
location-quantity (Pal and Sarkar [5]), and location-variety (Peng and
Tabuchi [9]).
4
I would like to thank an anonymous referee who mentioned this article.
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multiple store locations would not alter its main result, as
long as the firms incur certain cost to set up each store.
However, we show that agglomeration never occurs
when there exists a common cost to set up each store,
irrespective of its level.
Our characterization also shows that the range of cost
parameters that support the principle of minimum differentiation turns out to be very small, even if we consider non-linear and asymmetric set up costs. For instance, the firms never agglomerate in the center if the
set up cost is decreasing in the number of each firm’s
total stores. That is, whenever opening the second store
costs less than the first (which seems to be satisfied in
many actual situations), the principle becomes invalid.
Our finding may call the caution against excessive use of
the Hotelling model and its implication, especially when
no institutional restriction prohibits players to choose
multiple locations.

2. Model
On a line of length 1, two firms A and B choose locations of their stores simultaneously. There is no (marginal) cost of production or operation, but the firms incur
fixed cost to open stores. Customers are uniformly
located on the line  0,1 . Each customer goes to the
closest shop and buys exactly one unit of the good. If
there are multiple stores with least distance from a customer, she randomly chooses each of them with equal
probability. We abstract away pricing or producing decision by firms, and exclusively focus on their choice of
store locations (product differentiations).
Unlike the simple Hotelling model in which every firm
chooses only one location, we allow each firm to choose



multiple locations. Let X i  xi1 , xi2 , , xiNi
i’s strategy with x  x    x
1
i

2
i

Ni
i



denote firm

and x   0,1 for
n
i

n  1, 2, , Ni , where Ni represents the number of
stores determined (endogenously) by firm i  A, B , i.e.,
Ni  X i .
The payoff of each firm i  A, B , denoted by
ui  X i , X i  , is written as
ui  X i , X i   si  X i , X  i   c  N i  ,

(1)

where si is the share of the customers that firm i
obtains and c is the total cost of opening Ni stores.
Note that our assumption of customers’ behavior implies
that s A  sB  1 always holds. Let c   be symmetric5
among firms and depend only on the number of stores.
We also assume that c  0   0 and c  n  is non-decreasing in n .
To conclude the section, we provide the following re5

Asymmetric costs with more general payoff functions than (1) will be
analyzed in Section 4.
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marks that associate our model with the Hotelling model
in which the firms can choose only one location each.
Remark 1. The Hotelling model can be considered as a
special case of our model with c 1  0 and c  n   
for any n  2 .
1 
Remark 2. X A  X B    is a unique pure-stra2
tegy Nash equilibrium when c 1  0 and c  n   
for any n  2 .

3. When Firms Agglomerate in the Center
In what follows, we consider whether the unique purestrategy Nash equilibrium of the Hotelling model, i.e.,
1 
X A  X B    , continues to be a Nash equilibrium in
2
our model. To simplify the argument, let us first introduce the following lemma.
1
Lemma 1. If c 1  , there is no pure strategy Nash
2
equilibrium such that each firm chooses at least one
location.
Proof. Suppose that both firms choose at least one
location each. Then, the sum of their payoffs necessarily
becomes negative, since
u A  uB

 s A  c  N A   sB  c  N B 
 s A  sB  c  N A   c  N B   1  2c 1  0.

This implies that at least one firm must incur negative
payoff; such firm will be better off by not choosing any
location. 
Now we are ready to present our main results. The
following theorem characterizes the condition under
1 
which X A  X B    becomes a Nash equilibrium.
2
1 
Theorem 1. X A  X B    is a Nash equilibrium if
2
1
and only if c  2   c 1   c 1 .
2
Proof. If part    : Assume that both firms choose
1 
the center, X A  X B    . Then,
2
1
1 1
ui  ,   si  c 1   c 1  0
2
2 2
1 
for i  A, B . Since X A  X B    constitutes a Nash
2
equilibrium in the simple Hotelling model, there is no
profitable deviation with Ni  0,1 . So, if a profitable
deviation exists, the (deviating) firm must choose more
TEL
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than one location. However, for any X i with Ni  2 ,
1
1

1 1
ui  X i ,   si  c  N i   1  c  2    c 1  ui  ,  ,
2
2

2 2

which implies that there is no profitable deviation. (Note
that the first inequality comes from the fact that new
profit becomes at most 1  c  2  .)
Only if part    : We show the contrapositive, i.e.,
1 
X A  X B    cannot be a Nash equilibrium if 1)
2
1
1
c  2   c 1 
 c 1 . By Lemma 1, no pure
or 2)
2
2
1
strategy Nash equilibrium exists when 2)
 c 1 .
2
1 
Therefore, it is enough to show that X A  X B    is
2
1
not a Nash equilibrium when 1) c  2   c 1 
(and
2
1
 c 1 ). Then consider the following deviation by firm
2
1 
1 
1
A (from X A  X B    ), X A :   ,    . Note
2
2
2 
 

that A ’s deviating profit becomes
1

u A  X A ,   1    c  2 
2

 1   c  2   c 1   c 1   

1
 c 1  
2

1 1
 u A  ,   .
2 2
1
. Since
2
 could be arbitrary small, we obtain a profitable deviation. 
Theorem 1 shows that the cost of opening a first store
should be reasonably low (by Lemma 1) while the
additional cost of opening a second store needs to be
sufficiently high for the principle of minimization. The
latter condition is needed since each firm has the
following profitable deviation (from the agglomeration)
when the set up cost of second store is low: choosing two
locations such that the one store is slightly left and the
other is slightly right to the center. This strategy gives the
deviating firm almost all customers.
The theorem also implies the following corollary,
which states that the principle becomes invalid when the
set up cost of stores is non-increasing.
Corollary 1. If 2c 1  c  2  , there is no Nash equi1 
librium such that X A  X B    . When 2c 1  c  2  ,
2

The inequality is derived by 1) c  2   c 1 
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1
the above equilibrium exists if and only if c 1  .
2
1 
Proof. By Theorem 1, X A  X B    cannot be a
2
Nash equilibrium if
c  2   c 1  c 1  c  2   2c 1 ,

which establishes the first part. When 2c 1  c  2  , we
obtain (by Theorem 1)
c  2   c 1  2c 1  c 1  c 1 

1
 c 1 .
2

Clearly, the above inequalities hold if and only if
c 1 

1
. 
2

The first part of Corollary 1 shows that the principle of
minimization never holds when the set up cost is decreasing. The second part shows that this impossibility
result remains generically true even if the cost is constant.
In short, strictly increasing set up cost is necessary to
support the principle of minimization.

4. Extension
In the above analysis, we assume a simple payoff function defined in (1), which can be straightforwardly extended to more general cases. To illustrate this, let us
incorporate payoff functions to be 1) asymmetric between firms and 2) non-linear in the market share. That is,
for i  A, B ,
ui  X i , X i   fi  si  X i , X i    ci  N i  ,

(2)

where we assume that fi is a non-decreasing function
of si and continuous at si  1 . These conditions are satisfied, for example, the Downs model which assumes
fi  si   0 for 0  si 

1
1
1
, fi  si  
for si  ,
2
2
2

and
fi  si   1 for

1
 si  1 6.
2

Then, we obtain the following theorem.
1 
Theorem 2. X A  X B    is a Nash equilibrium if
2
and only if
1
1
i , ci  2   ci 1  fi 1  fi   and fi    ci 1 .
2
 
2

The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 1, and
thereby we skip it. Note that Theorem 1 is a special case
6

This payoff specification initiated by Downs [4] is widely applied in
political economics, which captures that the party winning a majority of
votes gains control of the government.
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1 1
of Theorem 2 since the latter with fi 1  1, fi    ,
2 2
and c A  cB  c implies the former.
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5. Conclusion
The note studies a modified Hotelling model in which
each firm is allowed to choose multiple locations. Characterizing the condition under which the firms agglomerate in the center (Theorem 1), we show that the principle
of minimum differentiation no longer holds unless the set
up cost of opening a store is strictly increasing (Corollary
1). Our results may call the caution against directly
applying the simple Hotelling model to the cases where
no institutional restriction prohibits agents to choose
multiple locations.
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